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BLVD HOUSE  
Chic all-day brasserie café (2016)

LYFESTYL CONCEPTS SDN BHD

BLVD House is a smart and chic all-day NY brasserie café serving an evergreen menu including a
pan-Asian section, as well as perennial favourites such as burgers and salads.

The long bar offers an interesting bar menu that serves Asian inspired tapas to complement the
selection of original cocktails, well-made wines and other bar drinks.

OWNER

Conceptualisation of concept

Menu formulation

Interior design direction

Kitchen and bar planning

Project management of construction

Headhunting of chef

Brand corporate identity including name and logo

RESPONSIBLE 
FOR

CONCEPT 



FU LUCK BAR
Modern dim sum bar (2018)

TREC ENTERTAINMENT DISTRICT

Fu Luck Bar aims to present dim sum small plates in the confines of a modern cocktail lounge and
bar with cool environs, an Oriental answer to tapas bar if you will.

The cocktail bar serves original Chinese tea leaves infused cocktails to complement the selection
of in house made dim sum , surrounded by murals hand painted by local artists to evoke
memories from the 80s.

OWNER

Conceptualisation of concept

Menu formulation

Kitchen and bar planning

Project management of construction

Headhunting of chef

RESPONSIBLE 
FOR

CONCEPT 



SUSHI RYU
Traditional sushiya (2018)

RAYMOND LIM & LOCAL PARTNERS

Sushi Ryu is 33 seater high-end Japanese restaurant with a focus on traditional Edomae style
sushi served over the counter by Kiichi Okabe, a former 2 star Michelin Japanese chef from
Singapore. Other highlights include sashimi with premium Western influences like truffles and
caviar as well as a full vegetarian sushi set.

The beverage program offers a curated selection of artisanal sakes sourced from the best
breweries in Japan.

OWNER

Conceptualisation of concept

Menu formulation

Interior design direction

Kitchen and bar planning

Project management of construction

Headhunting of chef

Brand corporate identity including name and logo

RESPONSIBLE 
FOR

CONCEPT 



BAR SHAKE
Japanese style cocktail bar (2018)

RAYMOND LIM & LOCAL PARTNERS

Bar Shake is KL’s first authentic Japanese style cocktail bar helmed by Japanese mixologist partner
Osamu Kinugawa where every aspect of the bar from interior and ambience to uniform is
reminiscent of Ginza’s many hole-in-the-wall drinking dens.

The shaken cocktails focus on premium Japanese spirits, handmade mixers as well as seasonal
fruits from the region.

OWNER

Conceptualisation of concept

Menu formulation

Interior design direction

Bar planning

Project management of construction

Headhunting of mixologist

Brand corporate identity including name and logo

RESPONSIBLE 
FOR

CONCEPT 



SINGAPORE 



JINzakaya
Japanese Izakaya (2016)

LES AMIS HOLDINGS PTE LTD

A contemporary take on the ubiquitous Japanese “salaryman” izakaya with a focus on
yakimono (grilled food) paired with a curated selection of well made sakes. Ramen, donburi
and other sharing dishes round up the food menu.

CONCEPT

RESPONSIBLE 
FOR

Conceptualisation of concept

Menu formulation

Interior design

Kitchen and bar planning

Project management of construction

Headhunting of chef

Brand corporate identity including name and logo

Application of all licences from relevant authorities

OWNER



Sushi Jin 
Japanese Sushi/ Sashimi restaurant  (2014)

LES AMIS HOLDINGS PTE LTD

A premium Japanese sushi bar with a focus on both traditional sushi/ sashimi as well 
as new creations with a modern touch. 

CONCEPT

RESPONSIBLE 
FOR

Conceptualisation of concept

Menu formulation

Interior design

Kitchen and bar planning

Project management of construction

Headhunting of chef

Brand corporate identity including name and logo

Application of all licences from relevant authorities

OWNER



QUOTES FROM THE PRESS 

“This balance of modern and 

traditional means Sushi Jin has 

something for every palate – the 

ideal solution if you’re looking for a 

restaurant of a decent size without 

sacrificing a sense of occasion.” 

THE PEAK, SINGAPORE

“Sushi Jin plugs the gap between high-end and mass-market sushi

eateries with a good selection of sushi and sashimi”

THE STRAITS TIME, SINGAPORE

“Those who know about this six-month-old 
gem quietly rave about its modest pricing 

for a menu that’s worthy of more than a few 
stars.” 

TODAY NEWSPAPER, SINGAPORE 

“They serve great sushi in an intimate high-end

setting without the stiffness and the hole in your

wallet.”

SG MAGAZINE, SINGAPORE



CASA VERDE 
Casual Trattoria (re-vamped 2015) 

LES AMIS HOLDINGS PTE LTD

A laid-back café cum trattoria nestled within a UNESCO World Heritage Site with a strong
focus on breakfast and local favourites during the day and classic Italian dishes at night.

CONCEPT 

RESPONSIBLE 
FOR

Tender process from National Parks Board

Conceptualisation of revamped concept

Menu formulation

Interior design

Project management of construction

Brand corporate identity including name and logo

Application of all licences from relevant authorities

CONCEPT



“Unlike the somewhat clichéd and usually over-priced “theme park” restaurants one might

expect to find at a tourist destination, this classic trattoria – which opened on Oct 6 and

replaces the old Café Les Amis – delivers a uniquely atmospheric dining experience at prices no

more than what one would pay at a decent eatery.”

TODAY WEEKEND, SINGAPORE

“It’s a heart warming experience tucking into rustic Italian food at Casa

Verde, a cosy joint tucked away amidst the scenic foliage of the famous

Singapore Botanic Gardens.”

FRV MAGAZINE, INDONESIA

“The new, family-and-dog-friendly café set in the lovely Botanic Gardens is already 

so popular that you’ll be tripping over rows of yapping pooches, snotty toddlers and 

their tai-tai owners while fighting to get your hard won seat.” 

SG MAGAZINE, SINGAPORE 

QUOTES FROM THE PRESS 



LA TAPERÍA
Spanish Tapas (2014)

LES AMIS HOLDINGS PTE LTD

La Tapería offers a vibrant gastronomical dining experience with sizzling Spanish
signatures, affordable booze and spirited Spanish tunes. Menu focuses on Spanish
classics ranging from tapas to paellas, made with a myriad of ingredients flown in
from Spain.

CONCEPT 

RESPONSIBLE 
FOR

Interior design

Project management of construction

Brand corporate identity including name and logo

Application of all licences from relevant authorities

OWNER



“Old is gold at La Taperia… It is old-style 
Spanish, quite unlike what you find in other 

tapas bars which offer more modern 
interpretations of the cooking” 
THE STRAITS TIME, SINGAPORE 

QUOTES FROM THE PRESS 

“In a city with myriad high-end dining experiences, La Taperia operates from a unique 
position of providing an authentic taste of the Mediterranean at reasonable prices. 
Here, classic, no-fuss Spanish tapas and more substantial mains are as satisfying as 

those found in Barcelona and Madrid.” 
THE PEAK GOURMET AND TRAVEL MAGAZINE, SINGAPORE

“The Les Amis Group launched its latest
offspring, La Taperia, in October last year and it
is a great spot for nibbles, drinks and late-night
eats.”
SINGAPORE TATLER, SINGAPORE

“This new arrival on Orchard Road is garnering rave reviews for its
great tapas.”
WHERE SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE



LA STRADA 
Italian Trattoria (re-opened 2013)

LES AMIS HOLDINGS PTE LTD

With its rustic décor, Tuscan wood panels, green awnings and dark colonial shutters,
this homely trattoria offers a selection of classical Italian favourites from crowd
pleasing pastas to robust mains.

CONCEPT

RESPONSIBLE 
FOR

Interior design

Project management of construction

Brand corporate identity including name and logo

Application of all licences from relevant authorities

OWNER



QUOTES FROM THE PRESS 

“[La Strada] repen[s] with a bang due to overwhelming request forom loyal patrons; and we can 

see (and taste) why. Tucked in a placid corner of Shaw Centre, the neo-rustic trattoria is back 

with a more bucolic reincarnation”. 

MENS FOLIO MAGZINE, SINGAPORE 
“Like its rustic interior, the food 

served at La Strada is genuine and 

wholesome with its flavours 

reminiscent of Southern Italy. “

AUGUST MEN, SINGAPORE 

“True to tradition: It's well worth exploring the plethora

of trattoria-style a la carte items in La Strada's

comprehensive menu.”

BUSINESS TIMES, SINGAPORE

Although sporting a new rustic look, old favourites and signatures like the carbonara (S$25),

crab meat pasta (S$28) and roasted veal loin (S$30) take centre stage in the refreshed menu “

FOOD & TRAVEL MAGAZINE, SINGAPORE



NamNam Noodle Bar 
Vietnamese pho Bar  (2011)

ANNAM PTE LTD, A SUBSIDIARY OF THE LES AMIS GROUP

Conceptualised by owner-chef Nam Quoc Nguyen to elevate one of South East Asia’s
most well known street food into a trendy eatery now copied many times over by new
entrants.

CONCEPT

RESPONSIBLE 
FOR

Interior design

Creation of front-of-house ordering/ payment flow

Project management of construction

Application of all licences from relevant authorities

OWNER



NamNam Noodle Bar, which paved the way for
trendy pho shops two years ago, is also still
expanding”
THE STRAITS TIME, SINGAPORE

“Wildly popular since the day it opened in late 2012, NamNam
Noodle Bar remains a casual spot to fuel up on a tasty banh mi
sandwich or a filling bowl of Hanoi-style pho, Vietnam’s famous
noodle soup”
FODOR”S TRAVEL, NEW YORK

“TOP 10 Best Beef Pho in Singapore”
EPICURE MAGAZINE

“Without a doubt, NamNam 
Noodle Bar is a definite 
culinary hit in Singapore” 
THE EPOCH TIMES SINGAPORE 

QUOTES FROM THE PRESS 

“The food’s simple but satisfying”
TIMEOUT SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE



BISTRO DU VIN
French Bistro (2009)

BISTRO DU VIN PTE LTD, A SUBSIDIARY OF THE LES AMIS GROUP

With hand painted floor tiles and Thonet chairs, this authentic bistro offers a selection of
classical French favourites in a dining room reminiscent of Paris in the 1920s.

CONCEPT 

CUISINE 
Conceptualisation of concept

Menu formulation

Interior design

Kitchen and bar planning

Project management of construction

Brand corporate identity including name and logo

Application of all licences from relevant authorities

OWNER



QUOTES FROM THE PRESS 

“The décor in Bistro du Vin reminds me of a warm, cosy bistro in Paris. I’d

recommend this place as an ideal place for ta comforting meal and some

wines. The food is hearty and the service is sharp.”

WINE & DINE MAGAZINE, SINGAPORE

“Everything from the wood and glass paneled façade 

in a rich Burgundy hue and the checkered floor tiles, 

to the way that dishes are served in Le Creuset 

cocottes create the perfect rustic French bistro 

experience.” 

EPICURE MAGAZINE, SINGAPORE“A step into Bistro du Vin and one can envision an 

afternoon to forget the woes of the office or an 

evening of merrymaking in a subterranean den 

that can nearly be called home.” 

CUISINE & WINE, SINGAPORE 



YANGON  



Casa Mia
Italian Kitchen & Bar (2016)

SM HOLDINGS CO. LTD (A JOINT VENTURE WITH LES AMIS GROUP)

In a city with limited dining options, Casa Mia offers authentic Italian cooking inside
what is possibly the most well designed restaurant and bar in downtown Yangon.

Apart from Italian classics, customers can enjoy an aperitivo at the bar counter
overlooking the dining room and semi open kitchen.

CUISINE  

RESPONSIBLE 
FOR

CONCEPT 

Conceptualisation of concept

Menu formulation

Interior design

Kitchen and bar planning

Project management of construction

Headhunting of Italian chef

Brand corporate identity including name and logo

OWNER



House of Singapura 
Iconic Singaporean fare (2014)

SM HOLDINGS CO. LTD (A JOINT VENTURE WITH LES AMIS GROUP)

House of Singapura offers diners an intimate ambience and iconic Singaporean
favourites like Chicken Rice, Satay and Char Kway Teow. Pre or post dinner drinks can
also be enjoyed in the al fresco terrace with rattan sofas .

CONCEPT 

RESPONSIBLE 
FOR

Interior design

Restaurant layout planning

Kitchen and bar planning

Project management of construction

OWNER



Peperoni Pizzeria – Yangon 
Italian Pizzeria (opened 2014)

SM HOLDINGS CO. LTD (A JOINT VENTURE WITH LES AMIS GROUP)

The original Peperoni Pizzeria concept in Singapore is a casual Italian pizzeria but the
positioning in Yangon was elevated to that of a restaurant to cater to the expatriates
and the upper class Burmese.

Within a year of its inception, the Yangon outpost has established itself as the leading
Italian pizzeria with its authentic woodfired oven and the distant view of the Shwedagon
Pagoda.

CONCEPT 

Interior design

Restaurant layout planning

Kitchen and bar planning

Project management of construction

RESPONSIBLE 
FOR

OWNER



DISCLAIMER

Some of the projects shown were created for the 
founder’s previous employer.


